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America’s Labor Heritage Posters
Essay by Ron Carver
Ralph Fasanella was a wonderful, outgoing artist committed to a humanistic concept of socially
engaged art. This is a path he forged years before he picked up a pencil to sketch or a brush
and tubes of oil paint. As an organizer for the United Electrical Workers Union Ralph wanted
workers to see the union hall as a cultural center as well as place to take on the boss. So, he
added jazz concerts, lectures, and dances to the usual union hall activities.
Later as an artist, Ralph’s vision was to paint large canvasses to display in those same halls
transforming them into galleries. In the late 1980’s I arranged for Cornell’s Johnson Museum to
bring the Ralph Fasanella Urban Visions exhibit curated by Paul D’Ambrosia and Suzette
McAvoy to the Whaling Museum in New Bedford, Massachusetts where I worked as a union
organizer in the very same union as Ralph did forty years earlier. I wanted the members of our
union workers to find joy and pride in this now famous working-class artist.

As I was looking for ways to raise money for transporting the paintings and buying into the
Urban Visions tour, Ralph suggested printing and selling posters, something the healthcare
workers union 1199 had been doing for years. This was the genesis of the series I produced
called America’s Labor Heritage. And with Ralph’s help I took the concept one step further. We
would interview Ralph in order to add a few paragraphs to each poster, putting the scene into
historical perspective. This allowed us to share Ralph’s thoughts as well as his art, with the folks
who worked in New Bedford’s factories, the garment shops, frame shops, coffee shops.
Making high quality reproductions was important to Ralph. Fortunately, we had a top tier union
printer in New Bedford. I would borrow the original painting. I would then transport it by truck
to Harvard’s Fogg Museum where a friend of mine would let me in through the basement door
and photograph the painting. I would then take it home and temporarily hang it on my living
room wall until the print shop produced a proof. The printer would carry the proof to my home
and compare it to the original go back and correct the color. This would be repeated perhaps
two or three times until we had a museum grade print.
Following the model, we created in New Bedford and Lawrence, Public Domain would work
with Ralph Fasanella and his wife Eva to identify the owners of his most significant paintings
and secure the collectors’ interest in selling the painting to Public Domain for public display.
The project would then form committees in the different cities, choose a painting, publish a
poster print and then use the poster sales to raise the funds to purchase the painting. The
activities around the sale of the paintings and Ralphs lectures at schools and libraries brought
more than a painting to these communities, they also brought pride in their struggles for
economic justice.
Ralph insisted on one more requirement. He asked that the final posters be printed in exact
inch heights and lengths. This way, workers on limited budgets could frame the poster
themselves using ready-made frame kits. Encouraging workers to hang art in their homes and
union halls was as important to Ralph as making paintings that honored labor history and
working-class heritage. Ralph always urged his audiences to embrace their families’
backgrounds. “Lest We Forget” was his motto and the phrase he painted at the top of a
Sullivan Street tenement building in his famous Family Supper painting.

